How might pupils use Email a believer resources at home?
Email a believer http://pof.reonline.org.uk/
Select which worldview/s you want pupils to research and provide them with a direct link to the
page.
For example, this page takes you to Islam. http://pof.reonline.org.uk/people-of-faith/islam/

Pupils might be invited
to read Aliya’s blog

Pupils can be directed to certain
aspects of Muslim worldviews.

You might ask pupils to focus on a particular aspect of the worldview. Here is the ‘drop down’ for
Practices and ways of Life for Muslim worldviews.

Each previous question which
has been asked has a drop
down with the answer from the
believer.
Here are some suggested pupil tasks using the Email a believer resources which are adaptable to
different key stages:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Pupils may be set a question to answer using the Email a believer resources to find the
answer. E.g. Why is a place of worship important for many Muslims?
Ask pupils to create a booklet, guide or poster for a younger pupil about the particular
worldview. They could shape this around only six headings which the teacher could either
direct, or pupils may choose for themselves.
Invite pupils to create a quiz for other pupils based on one aspect if worldview. These might
be shared through Microsoft Teams if the school has this facility.
Pupils could create an imaginary interview with a believer based on different questions and
answers on the website.
Pupils could create a webpage or app page based on one of the email a believer areas such
as rites of passage or pilgrimage.
Ask pupils to send you (the teacher) a question they would like to ask the believer. You can
then send them in and await a response before replying to pupils.

Support for teachers:
•

•

The Email a believer facility organises ‘pre- answered’ questions under themes. This may
help the teacher in their planning and enable them to focus pupils on particular topics or
questions.
The Email a believer facility supports the lived experience element of RE which will become
increasingly difficult over the coming months as trips are cancelled.

Please note: We advise all questions to believers to be sent through a teacher. We do not
advise individual pupils to email believers.
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